
G2W UserTesting Pricing A/B Test v1.0 Learnings Desktop / Mobile Design Update From Learnings Desktop

Removed most of the
copy and highlighted
key features for each

tier. Users did not ready
any of the text and
wanted to see key

features like in version
a.

Included participants
under the tier, was
not there before.

Should we include
participants under the

buy button?

Reduced the vertical
spacing within the

compare feature section.
Now everything fits in
one page view. Less

scrolling and user's know
which tier they are

looking at.

Feature title is included
when user clicks on

feature to view more.
Added in learn more text

link if we have future
SEO pages to link the

user.

Table row expands
on click, decreases

back to normal
state when user

clicks.

Reversed the order of
features since users
were confused on

why starter was blank
and that enterprise

was filled in.

Added in gray and
white background

tiger stripes in
table for easier

scan and
readability.

Changed subhead
text to tell users

he/she can click on
any feature to learn

more / view
description.

Added in subtle gray
question mark next to

feature to tell users
you can hover to see

tool tip feature
description.

Added in start a
free trial

messaging along
with g2w hyper

blue arrow color.

Changed the
background to a
darker color so
try cta's stand

out more

Design Update From Learnings Mobile 1 Design Update From Learnings Mobile 2

Same pricing tier laid
out as current live

g2w mobile
experience. Smaller

text sizes and
decreased vertical

spacing within each
tier.

Full Vertical Experience / Mixture of Old + New New Pricing Navigation Tab Experience

Kept blue
background
with shorter

messaging up
top

Used same
messaging style
and key features

as desktop
experience for

each tier.

Users can click
on view all and

this will
expand down.

on tap / on
click

feature
description

Added in subtle gray
question mark next to

feature to tell users
you can tap / on click

to view feature
description.

Used same feature layout
style in version a since

there was lot's of positive
feedback from users.

Solves the need to not
have comparison chart in

mobile experience.

Toggle option is
kept on mobile,
price will below
change upon

switch.

Removed blue
background to

make messaging
and button more

visible.

Toggle option is
kept on mobile,
price will below

change upon switch.
Users land on pro

upon website load.

Shorter vertical
experience since
pricing tiers are in
tabbed navigation

format.

Switched toggle
and navigation

order so content is
more visible below
upon plan section.

Used dark
background

color to make
navigation stand

out more.

Smaller text
sizes and

decreased
vertical spacing
within each tier.

Used same
messaging style
and key features

as desktop
experience for

each tier.

Vertical spacing is
deceased

significantly. Users
can see more
content upon

toggling on each
tier.

Added in subtle gray
question mark next to

feature to tell users
you can tap / on click

to view feature
description.

Users can click
on view all and

this will
expand down.

Used same feature layout
style in version a since

there was lot's of positive
feedback from users.

Solves the need to not
have comparison chart in

mobile experience.

Removed the
comparison chart on

mobile. Too
confusing, too much
back and forth, and
seemed chaotic to

users.

on tap / on
click

feature
description




